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Validated with up to 51 leading 

cleaning agents, to aid faster 

wipe-downs and less degradation 

over time.

Created with longevity in mind, the VS 8 is supported by innovative maintenance software and a robust design.

True to form quality and reliability

Trouble-free Cleaning

Tool-free design for faster 

installation under one minute

Dedicated accessory 

management as you prefer

Quiet and smooth casters for 

ease of use

Step-by-step configured for your own 

clinical requirements with a 

smartphone-style Startup Wizard.

Easier installation



From inpatient admissions to spot checks, the VS 8 Vital Signs Monitor unlocks the full potential of routine 

observations with comprehensive and flexible workflow options empowering clinicians to deliver high 

quality bedside care to each and every patient.

The VS 8 delivers precision vital signs measurements at rapid speeds, maximizing patient comfort and clinical 

efficiency. 

True-to-life vital signs

Providing comprehensive documentation at the point of care, the VS 8’s workflows unlock the full potential of 

bedside observations and help consolidate and speed up bedside assessments. 

Truly �exible work�ows

 

- Fully compliant with all EWS 

  standards

- Provide customizable 

  escalation messages

Automatic EWS

- Innovatively help to assess 

  and avoid fall risk

- Customizable due to your 

  own clinical requirements

Orthostatic BP

- Practice unattended AOBP 

  by your own workflow

- Provide accurate values for 

  real patient status

BP Average

To help ensure a timely reaction to patient deterioration and greater compliance with hospital guidelines, the 

VS 8 provides a comprehensive range of vital signs parameters with a variety of tools to support clinical 

decisions.

See the true picture of patient deterioration

- Up to 30 customizable manual inputs

- Infographic pain charting tool

- Customizable screen layout and parameter settings

- Configurable workflows by department profiles

- Improve caregiver compliance to hospital guidelines

- 8” high-resolution screen to view more information 

- Intuitive gesture operation with capacitive touchscreen

Capture more at the bedside

Create the right workflow

Vivid user interface

Mindray TrueBPTM inflation NIBP 

measurement in 15 seconds

Options of SmarTempTM , GeniusTM 3, 

Exergen TemporalScannerTM, 

HeTaiDaTM  thermometers.

SpO
2
 measurement options of 

Mindray, Masimo SET and Nellcor

An intuitive on-screen timer for 

easy manual counting of 

Respiration Rate (RR)  

NIBP SpO2

Resp Temp

Patient
Safety


